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Suppose that a, > 0, andf(x) and g(x) are defined by 
f(x) = zl a, ~0s nx, 
B(X) = f a, sin nx, 
n=l 
wherever the series converge. The asymptotic behavior of f(x) and g(x) 
(as x -+ + 0) for several orders of magnitude of the u,‘s is already known in 
the literature (see [l-5]). In this paper, we shall establish the following two 
theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 01 > 2, 01 # 2i (i = I,2 ,... ). Dmzl 
A,,= t uk N & nl-=L(n) asn-+co 
k=n 
if and only if 
j=ru/21 
g(x) - j; (2j 1 I)! PYO) x25-1 ‘v 2q4 s&42) x*-lL $ ( 1 
as x-++o. 
(2) 
l f&z) zf&c), as x -+ a, means that fi(x)/fn(x) + 1 as x -+ u. 
L(x) represents a measurable slowly varying function (see (4a) and (4b)). 
g”)(x) and f(j)(x) are jth derivatives of g(x) and f(x); in particular, g’*+lj(0) = 
(-1)1-l x& kg’-’ ok and f l*‘)(O) = (-1)’ c.“_, ks’ab . 
A sequence {a,} is said to be quasi-monotone if u,+~ < a,{ 1 + (b/n)}, or equivalently, 
{R-&J decreases monotonically for certain /3 > 0 [6]. 
Any one assumption of (la), (lb), (2) and afterwards (3) ensures the convergence 
of x2.1 %I * 
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If, in addition, {a,} is monotone (or quasi-monotone), (la) can be replaced by 
a, rr n-%(n) as n-+co. (lb) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 01 > 1, 01 # 2i - 1 (i = 1,2 ,... ). Then 
A,= 5 Uk N --& d-%(n) as n-+cO 
k=n 
if and only if 
If, in addition, (a,,} is monotone (OY quasi-monotone), (la) can be replaced by (lb). 
The necessity of Theorems 1 and 2 make an improvement on Adamovid’s 
theorem (see conditions (C,), (C,), and (C,‘) in Theorem 1 of Cl]). The 
sufficiency of Theorems 1 and 2 is an extension (for large a) and also a 
generalization (with L(X)) of Boas’ theorems (see Theorems 1 and 2 of [3]). 
A positive and measurable function is defined to be slowly varying if it 
satisfies 
for every fixed X > 0. When the asymptotic relation (4a) holds for every 
h > 0, then actually it holds uniformly for h on any finite interval 
0 < a < X < b < co. A slowly varying function also can be representeds by 
L(x) = c(x) exp 1: $) dt, (4b) 
where C(X) is a positive and measurable function such that lim,,, C(X) = c > 0 
and E(X) is continuous and limr+m E(X) = 0 [4]. Other properties may be 
found in [4] and [7]. By way of explanation of the interest of the modification 
of Boas’ theorems with L(X), we observe that a slowly varying function may 
approach either a finite limit c (c > 0), or infinity, or it may swing continu- 
ously back and forward between arbitrarily large and arbitrarily small 
positive values as x--t co. The last characteristic is illustrated by the fol- 
lowing example: 
* Without loss of generality, L(x) may be considered only for x > 1. 
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Construct 
L*(x) = exp ,: $) dt 
= exp 
s 
x1 &) - dt * exp 
1t s 
xa$!& ...exp [’ +&, 
*1 Gl 
where c,,(t) = 1 and x1 is so large that L*(x,) = D, > 1; 
40 
linear from 1 to - 4 for x1 < t < x1 + 1 
zzzz - $ for x1 + 1 < t < x2 where xa is so large that L*(x,) = D2 < 4; 
%W I 
linear from - * to + 4 for xa < t < X2 + 1 
= + Gj for x2 + 1 < t < x3 , where x3 is so large thatI,* = D, > 2; 
and so on. Thus we obtain a slowly varying function such thatl(x& < 1/(2k) 
and L(xZK+r) > 2k, where K is arbitrary. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that n-na,, approaches zero monotonically for certain 
7 > 0. Then for arbitrary 01 > 0, 
co 
C uk N rFL(n) as n-too, 
implies that 
k-n 
a, N an-“l-lL(n) as n-co. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Write 
jn uk = nFLl(n) N n-=L(n) as n4c0. 
Let n < m = [n + Sn] for 6 > 0. Then 
in a, = raLl(n) 11 - (F)-” L1(&G ‘) 1 
= n+L,(n) { 1 - (1 + S)-a} + o(1) {n-aL,(n)} as n-+-cc. 
On the other hand, we have a, < (v/n)” a, < (1 + 6)11 a, for all n < Y < m, 
then 
5 a,<ns(l +-$-)(I +Wa,, 
k=n 
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and 
ns (1 + f) (1 + 8) $ a, 2 n-=&(n) (1 - (1 + 6)-a} + o(l) {raLl(n)} 
as n-co. 
It follows that for fixed 6, we have 
lim inf 
1 - (1 + q-11 
n-r00 n-u->l(n) 2 (1 + S)‘I * 
Hence limn+= inf a, > ra-lLl(n) by choosing 6 arbitrarily small. 
Therefore, as n+ co, 
a, N mz-a-lLl(n) 
N cm-“-lL(n), 
since l&+,- sup a, < wea-l&(n) can be obtained by a similar argument. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that a,, 2 0 and OL 3 0. Then, as n -+ co, 
if and only if 
To prove Lemma 2, we only need to show that a, = o{n-“L(n)} in both 
cases. Actually, 
a, + a,+, = 2 g ak - 3 a, - f 
I 
ak + 3 an+l 
k--n k-n+1 
= 2 11 - (1 + +)-’ “(I(; *) + o(l)/ n-=L(n) 
= o{n-“L(n)} as n--t 00, 
or 
= 0+2-%(n)} as n--+ co. 
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Proof of the suficie?uy of Theorems 1 and 2. We prove Theorem 2 for 
1 < (Y < 3 first, and assume the asymptotic relation (3) for this range. 
Putting A,, = CT=‘=, a and an adequate transformation on 
f A,.cos(k + 1) x - cos(k - 1) x> 
k=l 
[8, Lemma 2.11, we obtain the equality 
m 
- 2 C A, sin kx = ’ z,Co,S ’ {f(x) -f (0)) - g ak sin Ax, (5) 
k-l k=l 
and hence 
- x f (A, - 4 ak) sin kx ef (x) -f (0) as x-++O. 
k=l 
This leads to 
g (Ak - + ak) sin kx N 
k=l 
as x + + 0 by the assumption. Observing that {A, - 4 an} is monotone, by 
a known result [2, Theorem l] we obtain 
A,-+a,,% -& nl-“L(n) aa ?z-+co. 
Finally, (la) and (lb) follow from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
We shall show that, for general CY, Theorem 2 can be proved when Theo- 
rem 1 is known for (a - 1) and, alternately, Theorem 1 can be proved when 
Theorem 2 is known for (a - 1). The sufficiency of Theorems 1 and 2 will 
then follow since we have just shown, as a starting point, that the sufficiency 
of Theorem 2 is true for 1 < 01 < 3. 
Now we assume the asymptotic relation (2) for 2i + 2 > 01 > 2i, i > 1, 
and that the sufficiency of Theorem 2 is known for 2i + 1 > 0~’ > 2i - 1. 
From the equality 
which is the result from a transformation of 
f &{Sin(k + 1) x - sin(k - 1) x), 
k=l 
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we write 
= q(x) - H,(x). 
From the assumption that g(2[~/21-1)(0) exists, Czzl K2[0/21-1 uk sin kx con- 
verges uniformly and absolutely on [0, ~1. Also g(x) can be expanded according 
to Taylor’s formula such that 
w g(2h-1,(0) 
g(x) = ,c, (2h _ l)! X2h-1 + 
g(2El-1)(x,) 
(2 ,~] _ 1)!(x -d? 0 <Xl< % 
= [fii;JT!!; (il ) P+zk a+-1 + C(g, cd) (x - *p-‘, 
where C(g, CX) is a constant depending on g and LX. Hence, as x -+ + 0, 
H,(x) = + - z1 & x2+-1 I I g(x) (&‘s are Bernoulli’s constants [9]) 
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On the other hand, 
since [9, p. 81 
gy2i =g + 7 + i (- I>,-1 Z$. (2rT 1) @j-27+1 
7=1 
and 
g(2i-1’(q = (- l)i-1 Fl p-la, . 
Therefore, the right hand side of (6) gives: 
N 2P(o1) sYn(arr/2) xa-2L + ( ) 
as x-+$-O. 
This leads to 
k2i (A, - + ak)/ x2j 
Finally, the sufficiency of Theorem 1 follows from the assumption that the 
sufficiency of Theorem 2 is known for 2i + 1 > 01’ = OL - 1 > 2i - 1. 
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To prove Theorem 2 (the sufficiency) for general (II, 2i + 3 > (Y > 22’ + 1 
and i > 1, we assume the asymptotic relation (3) for this range and also that 
Theorem 1 (the. sufficiency) is known for 2i + 2 > 0~’ > 2i. From (5) we may 
write 
hzjel (AX - $ ak 
)I 
x2j-1 
From the assumption that f @P-l) /“l(O) exists, 
~lh”[-+lAk < a3 
andf(x) may be expanded according to Taylor’s formula such that 
f( X ) =f(O) + [-y-l f'"j'(0) _ $9 j-1 @I! 
‘“Fqxl, 
+;i I) 
o1 _  , (x - x,,"[+, 0 <Xl <x. 
22. 
Hence, as x + + 0, we have 
(7) 
(- 1)’ El hzAak 
(2h)! 
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(- l)‘+l El k2”+2a, 
(2p + 2)! x2p+2 i 
= ; cf(4 -f(O)) 
for j>2 
we have 
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Then, as x -+ + 0, the right hand side of (7) gives: 
7r 
N 
2(c4 - 1) P(o1 - 1) sin q r 
p-2L r 
( 1 x - 
Now, from (7) and the assumption that the sufficiency of Theorem 1 is 
known for 2i + 2 > CX’ > 2i, we obtain 
A,, -+an- -& f+L(n) as n--tco, 
and hence (la). 
Proof of the necessity of Theorem-s I and 2. We may rewrite Eqs. (6) and 
(7) in the following form (subject to the existence of g(@/sl-l)(O) and 
f w(~-wl~(O)): 
Fl /Ak - i ak\ cos Kx - [F&F~~)(O) ~2r 
(8) 
i 
El 
=+ g(xM&jlI)! g(2+-1)(0) x25-l/ + 0 /+a-2L (+)I as x--t + 0 
and 
‘fl [Ak - + ak) sin Kx - ‘r (2j 1 l)! G(2+1)(0) x2+l 
(9) 
Z.TZ _ .+ f(x) - ‘r &f yo) sljj + 0 ]v-~L (+)I 
1 
as x-+0, 
where 
G(2i-1)(0) = (- l)j-1 c h2i-l(Ak - 4 ak) 
k=l 
and 
m 
F’2i’(o) = (- l)i c K8i(AI, - 4 a& 
k=l 
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Then our proof of the necessity of the theorems can be carried on in a similar 
process as in the proof of the sufficiency. When we prove Theorem 1 for 
general 01, we assume (la) for 2i + 2 > a > 2i and the truth of the necessity 
of Theorem 2 for 2i + 1 > 01’ = CL - 1 > 2i - 1. Since cf, uk = O(nl-a+r) 
implies that CT=‘=, P[~~~l-%z, < cc for 01 f 2i, henceg@[‘+1-r)(O) exists. Then 
Eq. (8) is applicable. Observing that 
A, N $ ?P’L(n) as n-+cc 
is equivalent to 
f (A, - ; Uk) N a’(a,l- 1) +-=‘W as 71+00, 
k=n 
and 
we find that the left hand side of (8), and hence the right hand side of (8), 
is asymptotically equal to 
7r 
xa-2L 
1 - as x -+ + 0. (cx - 1) 2T(ol - 1) ( 1 X cos p 77 
This leads to what we intended to prove. To prove the necessity of Theorem 2 
for general OL, we may assume (la) for 2i + 3 > 01 > 2i + 1 and the truth 
of the necessity of Theorem 1 for 2i + 2 > CL’ > 2i. The remainder of the 
process is similar. It is already known in the literature [2] that, for 
0<01-1<2, 
i (Ak - $ uk) sin kx N 77 1 
k=l (a - 1) 2F(ar - 1) sin q 57 
xa-2L - 
( ) X 
as x-+ +O, 
if 
A,N --& ?FL(n) as n--too, 
since {A, - i a,} is monotone. Thus we start from the truth of the necessity 
of Theorem 2 for 1 < 01 < 3, which can be obtained by the said known result 
and Eq. (9). The proof is completed. 
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